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Abstract — Wireless ad hoc networks provide a new
dimension to computing by allowing a group of portable
devices to talk to each other without any additional
infrastructure and have been the focus of research in the area
of wireless networks. CDMA has been gaining popularity as
the multi-access technique and is part of many wireless
standards now. In a CDMA based system, users are assigned
different “signature wave forms” or “codes”. A problem in
using CDMA in ad hoc network is to assign “codes” to
different nodes and keep them updating with the change in
topology. We investigate the code assignment problem on a
CDMA network with a hidden terminal interference, which
has been proven to be NP-hard. In this paper we propose a
new clustering algorithm and a new dynamic code
assignment algorithm which is adaptive to changes in the
network topology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-hop wireless networks, commonly referred to as
ad hoc wireless networks [1], [6] do not require a fixed
infrastructure because the mobile node can relay packets
from one to another without using base stations. Hence,
multi-hop wireless networks are useful in battlefield
communications (e.g. in the civilian sector), disaster
recovery (e.g. fire and earthquakes), as well as search and
rescue [9]. Due to lack of wired infrastructure, these
networks pose unique challenges in the multiple access
design. Two types of channel access methods contention-
based or non-contention-based are suggested for wireless
network. The contention-based schemes (e.g. ALOHA
[17] and CSMA [12]) implies that mobile hosts can
transmit or receive packets simultaneously. This approach
may lead to a unique channel contended by mobile hosts
and have a number of collisions [both primary and as well
as secondary]. On the other hand, non-contention-based
schemes (e.g. FDMA and TDMA) generally adopt a fixed
allocation of channel resources (frequency or time) to
achieve fair use of the radio channel, but these schemes
are not scalable and adaptive to dynamic change of
topology, which is norm in ad hoc network. In recent past
CDMA has become a dominant and popular choice of
cellular network. But due to absence of central
infrastructure CDMA has not been exploited at the
physical layer of ad hoc networks at its fullest. In a
CDMA based system, users are assigned different
“signature wave forms” or “codes”. Each transmitter sends
its data stream by modulating its own signature waveform
as in a single-user digital communication system. The
receiver does not need to concern itself with the fact that

the signature waveforms overlap both in frequency and
time, because their orthogonality ensures that they will be
transparent to the output of the other user’s correlator. So
one problem in using CDMA in ad hoc network is to
assign “codes” to different nodes and keep them updating
with the change in topology. In, this paper first we have
proposed an algorithm to form several one hop clusters
and then proposed an algorithm  to assign codes to
different nodes of an ad hoc network and dynamically
update that with changing topology. Our algorithm
assumes a hierarchal network architecture, which can be
obtained by using the clustering algorithm for ad hoc
network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section
II, we introduce CDMA code assignment problem and
related work. Section III describes our system model and
proposed algorithm for one hop cluster formation and code
assignment followed by the simulation result in section IV.
We conclude our work in section V.

II. ISSUES IN CDMA BASED MAC

Code allocation is an important part of any CDMA
based MAC protocol and it has severe impact on the
performance of the protocol itself. In cellular systems, all
the users are assigned codes by a central authority but in a
MANET it has to be done in a distributed manner. The
basic requirement of any code allocation scheme is that
should prevent any interference between various
transmitter-receiver pairs by allocating then orthogonal
codes. Interference between nodes can be of two types:
 Primary Interference: Interference due to two

neighbors transmitting to each other at the same time
using the same code

 Secondary Interference: This type of interference
occurs when two or more senders’ transmission
interferes at one receiver. There can be two possible
scenarios in this type of interference as shown in
figure. In the first case, both the transmitters were
trying to communicate with the common receiver,
thus resulting in interference. In the second case, one
or both the transmitters were not explicitly trying to
communicate with the interfering receiver but the
receiver happened to receive the signal as it was in the
communicating range of the sender.

Currently, the code assignment schemes for CDMA can
be divided into three types: receiver-based code
assignment (RCA), transmitter-based code assignment
(TCA), and pairwise-based code assignment (PCA) [9],
[12]. Hidden terminal interference cannot be completely
avoided by the RCA scheme while it can be totally
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eliminated by properly assigning orthogonal codes in the
TCA scheme [13], [15]. For the PCA scheme, it preserves
the same interference avoidance properties of the TCA
one, while requiring a more expensive hardware and a
smaller number of codes, and yielding a slightly worse
performance [13], [9]. Notably, the type of code
assignment used in this work is TCA.

In [9] L. Hu has given a distributed algorithm of code
assignment in a packet radio network. Here the algorithm
has been devised in two phase to assign and reassign the
codes to transmitters, receivers and the pair of stations in a
large dynamic packet radio network. The purpose of the
code assignments is to spatially reuse the codes to reduce
the possibility of packet collisions and to react
dynamically to topological changes. These two-phase
algorithms minimize the time complexity in the first phase
and minimize the number of control packets needed to be
exchanged in the second phase. Therefore, they can start
the network operation in a short time, and then switch to
the second phase with the goal to adapt to topological
changes.

Dow, Lin, and Fan [16] proposed a clustering based two
level code assignment algorithm for ad hoc wireless
network. To avoid the hidden terminal problem, in the first
level some cliques are formed in each cluster and assigned
different code to different clique in a distributed manner.
In the second level to reuse the code, selected node is
chosen, which reassigned the codes to the cliques for
minimizing the number of codes in the whole network.
Here the problem is, the load of the selected node will be
too much in the second level.

In a related work, Bertossi and Bonuccelli [13]
introduced a centralized code assignment scheme and a
fully distributed code assignment scheme for the overall
network. In the centralized algorithm, the selected node
(centralized node) is a bottleneck for code assignment. In
contrast, the distributed algorithm sends many additional
messages in order to exchange information.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ALGORITHM

In this section we discuss our model and introduce the
notations and definitions used throughout the rest of this
paper.

At a given instant of time the mobile ad hoc network is
represented as a directed graph G = (V; E), where V
denotes the set of nodes {1, 2, 3,... |V|}, E represents the
set of logical edges determined by the transmission power
of the nodes. For any two nodes Vx, Vy  V, a logical edge
Ex,y, where Ex,y  E, implies that Vx has a wireless channel
to Vy under the current transmitting range of Vx. Our
system is partitioned into a set of clusters C = {C1, C2,

…,Cm} by running the clustering algorithm CLUSTER (V).
Every clusterhead is assigned a priority based on its ID. If
Vi and Vj are selected as the clusterheads of Ci and Cj

respectively then priority of Ci  Cj if     ID (Vi)  ID (Vj).
A clustering-based wireless network can be represented

as a triplet G = (V, E, C), where C denotes the set of
clusters. Each node can only belong to a cluster. Hence,
three conditions are required:

(1) Ci   for 1  i  |V|.
(2) For any Ci, Cj  C, Ci  Cj =.
(3) Ci C{Vx : Vx Ci} = V.

Fig.1. A cluster based ad hoc wireless network

For instance, four clusters, C1, C2, C3, and C4 in Fig. 1
are within the system. Nx denotes the set of members of
cluster x. CH is the set of all clusterheads in G. In Fig. 1,
the system is partitioned into four clusters by the
clustering algorithm CLUSTER (V). Four clusterheads are
in the system (i.e. CH = {V1, V2, V4, V7}). A gateway is a
node that directly connects to more than one clusterhead.
GT is defined as a set of gateways in G. In Fig. 1, GT=
{V9, V11}. IN is a set of intermediate nodes in G which
connects two clusterheads by two or more hops.
According to Fig. 1, IN = {V3 and V5}. OD is a set of
ordinary nodes that are not a clusterhead, gateway, and
Intermediate node, where. In Fig. 1, OD = {V6, V8, and
V10}.

Assumptions:
 All messages are transmitted without loss.
 The nodes are moving very slow and are stationary

for a sufficient amount of time needed to assign the
codes.
The clustering algorithm CLUSTER (V) is used to

form one hop clusters. Initially every node calculates their
degree of neighboring nodes including itself. Then
broadcast this degree information to every other neighbor.
On receiving the degree information from every neighbor,
every node calculates the node M, who has maximum
degree. And send clusterhead request information to M. A
node may get several numbers of clusterhead request
information from its different neighbors. The node M
chooses itself as clusterhead, if it has maximum degree
among its neighbors. If it selects itself as clusterhead, it
sends the membership request message to its neighbors. A
node first time get a membership request message from a
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clusterhead, accept it for being the member of the
clusterhead by sending a positive acknowledgement and
for other time it will check, if the sender of the message
has lesser number of sensor members than the earlier
selected clusterhead then it will leave the earlier
clusterhead and choose the sender as the new clusterhead.
It helps to distribute the sensor nodes to all clusters
uniformly. It also sends reject message to all the nodes
from where it got the clusterhead request message. On
receiving the reject message, nodes will again calculate the
maximum degree neighbors excluding the earlier selected
nodes, for sending the clusterhead request message. When
any clusterhead receives ACK message from a node j,
selects it as a cluster member

The network is divided into clusters using clustering
algorithm CLUSTER (V). As stated earlier, every
clusterhead in our system has a priority. Without loss of
any generality, we can assign the priority list of
clusterheads as Ci >= Ci+1; 0  i  n. The code assignment
operation starts with the highest priority cluster. The
higher priority clusterhead starts assigning codes to its
member nodes. Other clusterheads (Lower priority
Clusterhead) wait for a START message from its
predecessor clusterhead. After getting START message
from higher priority clusterhead, it can start code assigning
procedure to its member.  When code is assigned to a
member node, which are gateway or intermediate nodes,
the clusterhead informs about this code to other
clusterheads also in order to avoid the assignment of same
code to their neighbors by other clusterheads. On getting
this type of message every nodes (Vi) makes a list NAVi

[not allowed code list of node Vi]. NAVi of a clusterhead is
the set of codes, which can net be assigned to its member.
Every clusterhead (Ci) has a pool of orthogonal codes CLi

from where it assigns the codes to its neighbors after
checking their NAV list. After completing the code
assignment to its member nodes, a clusterhead issues a
START message to his successor [next priority]
clusterhead. This process continues till all clusterheads
have assigned codes to their member nodes.

CLi = The set of code possessed by node Vi (clusterhead
of cluster Ci)

NAVi  CLi = A list of code for node Vi (clusterhead of
cluster Ci) which should not be assigned to its member

CODEij  CLi is the code assigned to jth member of
cluster i

Ci=cluster i
CHi= clusterhead of Ci
Ni = The set of member nodes in cluster i
Di = Degree of node i
NBDi= {Dj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} set of degree of the neighboring

nodes of node i including the node i itself.
Mi = Node with maximum degree in the set NBDi and

Mi  N.
RJi = {Nj | i≠j and 1 ≤ j ≤ n} set of nodes from where

nodes gets REJj. Initially the RJ set is.
REJj = Reject message from node j.
RCHi= Request for clusterhead from node i.
CMi = request for cluster member from clusterhead i.
ACKi=positive acknowledgement from node i.

LVi=leave cluster request from node i.
RCi= {Nj | i≠j and 1 ≤ j ≤ n} set of nodes from where
nodes gets RCHj message.  Initially the RCi set is .
GTi= {GTj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} set of gateway nodes in cluster i
INi={INj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} set of Intermediate node in cluster i.
ODi= {ODj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} set of   ordinary nodes which are
not a gateway node or an intermediate node, in cluster i.
Ci= {{GTi}, {INi}, {Si}, CHi}

CLUSTER (V)
1. Begin
2. Receive counter Cn=0;
3. do
4.  i, 1 to n in parallel
5. Node Vi calculate Mi
6. 6. Send a RCHi to node Mi for clusterhead

request
7. If (Vi = = Mi)
8. Mark itself as clusterhead CHi.
9. Broadcast a message CMi for    requesting its

neighbors for Cluster member.
10. endIf
11. If (received CMk)

12. Cn++;
13. If (Cn==1)
14. Send all node j of set RCi, a REJi message. Send

and ACKi to clusterhead k.
15. endIf
16. If (Cn>1)
17. If (the chosen clusterhead has more members

than the requested one)
18. Send LVi to clusterhead, earlier    chosen.  Send

an ACKi to   newly chosen clusterhead k from
which it got the request.

19. Else
20. Reject
21. endIf
22. endIf
23. endIf
24. If (received RCHj)
25. If (it is not a member of any      clusterhead)
26. RCi=RCi  {j}
27. Else
28. Send a REJi to node j from where it got RCHj

29. endIf
30. endIf
31. If (received a REJj)
32. Modify the set RJi= RJi  {j}
33. NBDi=NBDi – RJi

34. Find Mi again and send RCHi to Mi.
35. endIf
36. If (received a ACKj)
37. Mark the node j as its cluster member.
38. endIf
39. enddo
40. End.
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CODEASS (Ci)
1. Begin
2. If ((Ci = = highest_priority_clusterhead) || (get

START message from Ci-1))
3. do  (Vi  Ni )
4. For j =1 to n
5. If ((CODEij not assigned) && (CODEij NAVi))
6. Assign CODEij to Vi;
7. MarkCODEij assigned in CLi;
8. If (Vi  IN) or (Vi GT)
9. Send CODEij to its 1 hop and 2 hops neighbors to

updates their NAV list.
10. endIf
11. Else    Continue
12. endIf

a. endFor
13. enddo
14. Send a start message to Ci+1;
15. Else
16. Wait (START)
17. endIf
18. End

If an ordinary node moves out of a cluster and joins
another cluster, then the current clusterhead assigns a new
code according to its availability in CLi list. But when a
clusterhead leaves the headship and joins another cluster
as an ordinary member then a new clusterhead is elected
and he consults neighboring clusterhead to prepare its
NAVi list first and then assign to each member a new code
according to its CLi. Our algorithm works for a quasi-
static network. In fast moving condition the algorithm
presented above will not give very good results.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section introduces a simulation environment used
in the experiments. The proposed algorithm is simulated
on finite random networks by varying the connectivity
patterns and number of nodes. A network with N nodes is
considered where N ranges from 50 to150 with an interval
of 50. These nodes are randomly placed on a 600 x 450
area. The network is fully connected one. The
transmission ranges of nodes were varied from 20 to 80.
Simulation is done in C in a Pentium IV machine running
Linux Workstation.

Graph 1, 2 and 3 shows the variation of the average
number of codes required with the change of transmission
ranges and numbers of nodes in the network. It can be
seen from the figure that with the increase of transmission
range the number of required codes are also increasing.
But it is very surprising that the number of codes required
for 50, 100 and 150 node graph is almost same. For
example for a transmission range of 80, in 50 node graph,
the number of codes required is 15, where as in 100 node
graph it is 17 and in 150 node graph it is 19 only. This
increase is very little compared to the increase in number
of nodes. Graph 4 shows the change in the number of
clusterhead with changing transmission range. It can be
seen from that graph that with increasing transmission

range the number of clusters are decreasing. This decrease
in the number of clusterheads is the reason of increase in
the number of codes required. Because lesser number of
clusterhead means larger number of members in the
cluster and every member will take a different code.
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Graph 1: No of Codes Vs Transmission range with 50
nodes
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Graph 2. No of Codes Vs Transmission range with 100
nodes
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V. CONCLUSION

Assigning CDMA codes in highly dynamic ad hoc
network is a very challenging and difficult problem. In this
paper, we have proposed to solve the problem of CDMA
code assignment in a hierarchical ad hoc network. This
work is used in the cluster-based ad hoc network to
resolve both primary and secondary collision problem. In
the proposed algorithm, the CDMA codes are assigned to
the cluster members by their respective clusterheads in
such a way that no collision occurs in future. The order of
code assignment of the clusterhead follows a priority
scheme. We have taken the cluster ID has as the priority
measure, so higher cluster ID means higher priority, which
is changing with the change of clusterheads.
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